SC-42  Oliver Protsman American Civil War Diary, 1862-1863

(3 items)

This is an outstanding resource. Protsman’s original diary is the main item in this collection. Also, there is a Protsman family history and a complete transcription of Protsman’s diary. It provides excellent insight on the early days of the American Civil War.

Item List:
1. Original Diary of Oliver Protsman covering the years of 1862-1863.
2. Typed copy of the diary
3. Two typed copies of Protsman family records written by Hattie Protzman Carey includes deaths and marriages and some information about the people themselves. Dated January 20, 1942.
*Note: In the Diary Oliver spells his last name with an s but in the family records it is spelled with a z. It is unclear which one is correct.